
     

The Roulette half of the two Bennett/Basie sessions is 
a band singer's paradise, with the Basie band caught at 
a robust and swinging peak and Bennett never sound-
ing happier or looser in front of a microphone. The 
Count himself, alas, appears on piano only on two 
numbers ("Life Is a Song" and "Jeepers Creepers"), 
while Bennett's perennial pianist Ralph Sharon takes 
over on the remaining ten tracks and does all the 
charts. Yet Sharon writes idiomatically for the Count's 
style, whether on frantic rave-ups like "With Plenty of 
Money and You" and "Strike Up the Band" or relaxed 
swingers like "Chicago." Though not a jazz singer per 
se, the flavor of jazz is everywhere in Bennett's voice, 
which in those days soared like a trumpet.

Through Tony Bennett's long, remarkable career, it's 
possible to trace the evolution and endurance of vocal 
pop and jazz in the 20th century. Unlike his idol Frank 
Sinatra, Bennett was too young to be part of the first 
wave of the Great American Songbook in the years 

before World War II. He achieved his national break-
through in 1951, when the charts were dominated by 
soft-focused orchestral pop and novelties, music that 
Bennett himself would often sing during his early years. 
Occasionally, he was given the opportunity to sing jazz 
while recording for Columbia in the '50s, but it was a 
pop song that turned him into a superstar in 1962: "I 
Left My Heart in San Francisco," a song styled after the 
classic pop of the pre-war era. "I Left My Heart in San 
Francisco" turned into an enduring standard of the 20th 
century but, for a while, its popularity eclipsed that of 
the singer who popularized the tune. Bennett didn't 
weather the '60s well, thanks to record companies who 
attempted to modernize his sound, and while he had an 
artistically fruitfully '70s on his short-lived independent 
label Improv, he recorded albums with pianist Bill Evans 
that established his jazz bona fides -- he suffered a 
series of personal problems that left him at rock bottom 
at the dawn of the '80s. It was then he achieved one of 
the greatest comebacks in pop music history. Hiring his 

son Danny as his manager, he reunited with his music 
director/pianist Ralph Sharon and began targeting 
younger audiences without shedding his longtime fans. 
This strategy paid off in the '90s, when 1992's Perfectly 
Frank topped Billboard's jazz charts and went Gold. 
Bennett's crossover to the pop mainstream seemed to 
culminate with 1994's MTV Unplugged, an unexpected 
hit that took home the Grammy for Album of the Year, 
but it turned out his revival was no flash in the pan. 
Bennett stayed in the spotlight until the '90s, not only 
maintaining his audience but building it through a series 
of duets with stars as diverse as Lady Gaga and Diana 
Krall. His partners may have changed along with the 
times, but through it all, Bennett remained a skilled, 
charismatic practitioner and vocal advocate for classic 
American pop.
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Count Basie Sw
ings - Tony Bennett Sings

1 Life Is A Song
2 Plenty Of Money
3 Jeepers Creepers
4 Are You Havin' Any Fun
5 Anything Goes
6 Strike Up The Band
7 Chicago
8 I've Grown Accustomed To Her Face
9 Poor Little Rich Girl
10 Growing Pains
11 I Guess I'll Have To Change My Plans

Tony Bennett- vocals     Count Basie Orchestra
Recording Info: Released by Roulette 1959Co
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